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ABSTRACT
Amidst the rapid development of English teaching, teacher’s professional development (TPD) is crucial for English teachers. It has been discussed in the TESOL Summit 2018 in Jakarta that the teachers demanded a TPD approach which facilitates them in sharing professional experiences with other teachers. This qualitative research would like to investigate the effectiveness of reflection with critical incident theory (CIT) framework as a form of TPD which many studies have found effective to fulfil that demand and yet, rarely discussed in the context of Indonesia. Based on the reviewed literature, this research applied guided reflection and interview to gather the data. The gathered data were then analysed using open-, axial-, and selective coding. From the triangulated data, five themes related to TPD were extracted. One theme is dedicated to discussing two unique cases. Overall, by reflecting their critical incidents, all of the participants could understand their experience deeper and thus, making it meaningful. Therefore, this research suggests that the utilization of reflection using CIT framework must be investigated further in a bigger scope with bigger participants and more frequencies of reflection.
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INTRODUCTION

Teacher’s professional development (TPD) has become a trending topic amidst international researchers (Körkkö, Kyrö-Ämmälä, & Turunen, 2016; Nauman, 2017) because teachers are seen as the foundation of education (Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, & Johnson, 2005). Developing teachers means developing education (Körkkö et al., 2016; Putri & Imaniyati, 2017). However, the challenge is that TPD is affected by many aspects, such as personal, policy, and cultural aspects. Furthermore, education itself is dynamically reforming and for teachers to keep pace with the reform is of paramount importance (Nauman, 2017); this notion emphasises the critical need of a contextual professional development. Therefore, even though many researchers have explored it, continuous research on the TPD in various contexts is needed (Nauman, 2017).

Acknowledging the importance of this particular topic, some Indonesian researchers have contributed to this topic by bringing TPD to Indonesian context (e.g. Mustofa, 2007; Putri & Imaniyati, 2017; Rahman, 2016; Widodo & Riandi, 2013; Yuwono & Harbon, 2010). In 2007, Mustofa laid some important aspects of TPD in Indonesia and also problems surrounding it. One of the key points he argued is that teachers must be more independent in developing themselves professionally. This notion is supported by Widodo and Riandi’s (2013) statement in which “teachers are unlikely to participate in TPD unless it is formally required and financial support is provided” (p. 389). On the other hand, Yuwono and Harbon (2010, p. 147) pointed out that teachers in Indonesia were working alone with little support from the government and even colleagues themselves. Support from the government and/ or colleagues is as important as the teacher's own willingness in ensuring the effectiveness of TPD. The combination of both is crucial for Indonesian English teachers as they need to keep themselves relevant to the relatively dynamic development of English curriculum in Indonesia (Hawanti, 2014; Marcellino, 2008; Wiyono, 2017).

However, the conventional ways of TPD provided in Indonesia (Sari, 2012) do not exactly contribute positively to these problematic challenges. It has been discussed further by English teachers in TESOL summit Jakarta which was held on 4 February 2018 that most of the time, TPD in Indonesia is not based on English teacher’s needs as it is using the conventional top-down approach. Therefore, during the summit, several types of TPD based on English teachers’ needs were identified by the English teachers themselves. One of those types that are perceived as effective is sharing professional experiences.

Those types – according to empirical studies – can be facilitated
through reflection (Kelly & Cherkowski, 2015; Sari, 2012), especially by the use of critical incident theory (CIT) as a framework (Farrell, 2013; Hall & Townsend, 2017). CIT invites the teachers to tell about and reflect on their most memorable experiences, both positive and negative (Farrell, 2013). By telling those stories and reflecting on their experiences with other people, teachers can acquire a deeper, more meaningful understanding of those experiences which ultimately could develop them even farther. Yet, as good as it might sound, reflection itself is not yet exhaustively explored in the context of Indonesia, let alone the CIT framework. Accordingly, Indonesian TPD and reflection must first be reviewed, followed by reflection using CIT framework.

TPD is prominent for teachers, especially English teachers, in developing themselves to reduce the gap between them and the dynamic curriculum in education (Nauman, 2017; Patton, Parker, & Pratt, 2013). This is because TPD itself can be seen as “teachers’ learning, how they learn to learn and how they apply their knowledge in practice to support pupil learning” (Postholm, 2012, p. 406). In order to be a professional teacher, one must learn to develop one’s professional capital. This is further explained by Patton, Parker and Pratt (2013) that as it is “composed of a combination of human, social, and decisional capital, professional capital is the asset of teachers making decisions in complex situations with collective responsibility, openness to feedback, and a willing transparency” (p. 441). This asset is very important for teachers to have and develop as it is the most important element to adapt efficiently to dynamic changes and challenges in education. Not only do the teachers need to have knowledge and ability, but they must be able to adapt – willing to forget their prior, old knowledge and learn new, actual knowledge.

As teachers adapt to the educational needs, TPD itself is shifting its focus to not just highlight teachers’ cognition, but also their emotion (Golombek & Doran, 2014). Teachers’ emotion – or feeling – is now considered to have a strong impact on teaching and learning processes in a classroom and also the development of the teachers themselves (Golombek & Doran, 2014). All of this is in line with the needs of Indonesian English teachers, which are to chat and share the experience with people – not just from a cognitive perspective but also from an emotional perspective. One that is certain is that people need to talk to and be heard and noticed by other people; this is one of the basic needs of humans – including teachers. Thus, many TPD tools are developed to accommodate this need; one of them is the reflection.

As a mean of TPD, reflection has gained its popularity (Curtis et al., 2015; Golombek & Doran, 2014; Killeavy & Moloney, 2010). Reflection itself can be
defined as a tool of elaborating one’s experience (Killeavy & Moloney, 2010). They give further corroboration in which “Reflection can be understood as a process of internal dialogue facilitated by thinking or writing and through an external dialogue and reflection together with others” (Killeavy & Moloney, 2010, p. 1071). This method is powerful not only because it is a very effective technique of sharing and gathering experience, but it is also making the experience meaningful (Kuswandono, 2014). By reflecting on their experience, people will be able to use the internalised experience to guide them through difficult times.

Furthermore, it is also teacher-centred as it comes from within the teachers themselves – comes from their experience; like what teachers need (Patton et al., 2013). As seen from those notions, many things can be achieved through reflection when it is used for TPD, like stabilizing teacher’s cognition, emotion, and activity (Golombek & Doran, 2014), understanding teacher’s experience to reduce gaps in education (Kelly & Cherkowski, 2015), and most importantly, making the experience meaningful which develops teacher professionally (Killeavy & Moloney, 2010). Thus, it can be inferred that reflection is one of the most effective tools in developing teacher professionally. However, most of the researches of TPD using reflection were done outside Indonesia.

In Indonesia, there are several pieces of research carried out in the scope of using reflection as TPD (Kuswandono, 2014; Sari, 2012). Yet, most of them focus on pre-service teachers. It is found to be a very effective tool in developing pre-service English teachers professionally. Thus, why not using it for in-service English teachers? As it has been described, English teachers in Indonesia are seeking for a tool that can accommodate the chatting and sharing of experience; reflection is one of the possible answers to it. Still, one question remains: what type of reflection?

CIT framework is one of the considered frameworks of reflection (Flanagan, 1954; Kain, 2003). It can be traced back to Flanagan (1954) in which he defined it as “a set of procedures for collecting direct observations of human behaviour in such a way as to facilitate their potential usefulness in solving practical problems and developing broad psychological principles” (para. 2). Kain (2003) further corroborates Flanagan’s idea as “the critical incident technique provides a systematic means of gathering the significances others attach to events, analysing the emerging patterns, and laying out tentative conclusions for the reader’s consideration” (p. 85). This framework focuses on the incident which happens on one’s experience and “the meanings individuals make of events in their lives” (Kain, 2003). Thus, incident is a pivotal element in this framework in
which it can be defined as an action and/or event that happens in one’s life which brings either good or bad impact to one’s life (Curtis et al., 2015; Flanagan, 1954; Hall & Townsend, 2017; Kain, 2003). This incident can be critical if one reflects on it deeply as an effort to make it meaningful to one’s life – a turning point (Flanagan, 1954; Hall & Townsend, 2017). When it is critically reflected, it can and will become one’s cornerstone which provides foundational footing for that someone for the rest of his/her life; which is the final aim of CIT framework.

For English teachers in Indonesia, this foundational footing will be very helpful for them in providing ‘shelter’ amidst the ever-changing English curriculum. Furthermore, this framework would help English teachers to internalize their own experience as most of the times, an experience would just be a mere experience if it is not internalized (Curtis et al., 2015). When it is internalized, though, an experience can strengthen and develop one’s life meaningfully (Hall & Townsend, 2017). This framework itself has been proven to be effective in developing English teachers professionally by many researchers (e.g. Chien, 2016; Hall & Townsend, 2017). However, this framework is – according to the researchers’ searches – not yet researched in the Indonesian context, especially for Indonesian English teachers.

In short, based on the background and literature above, this research intends to investigate reflection as a form of TPD in Indonesia. The reflection itself is based on CIT framework to incite the teachers’ meaningful experiences. By using this framework, sharing professional experiences to elicit the meaningfulness within could be better facilitated. This framework has been found effective by a number of researchers (e.g. Bruster & Peterson, 2013; Chien, 2016; Farrell, 2013; Hall & Townsend, 2017). The researchers want to see whether using this framework for Indonesian English teachers would share similar strengths and effectiveness as its international counterpart. The research’s objectives can be summarised into two research questions as follows: 1) What were the positive and negative CIs identified from the teachers’ experience?; 2) How did those CIs develop teachers professionally?

Thus, this research invited six English teachers of a private school in Cirebon, Indonesia to critically reflect and share their most memorable incidents to make those incidents more meaningful and internalized for them.

**METHOD**

**Research design**

This research used narrative inquiry as the underlying method to accommodate the teachers’ CIT reflection. The reasoning behind this is because human’s life is composed by
narratives and by inquiring narratives, social practice can be extracted (Alsup, 2006). It will be very powerful for teachers if the teachers can inquire about the narratives from within and reflect on them. This is corroborated by Farrell (2013) as "by telling their stories, teachers can not only reflect on specific incidents within their teaching world but also feel a sense of cathartic relief and it offers an outlet for tensions, feelings and frustrations about teaching" (p. 81). This method will accommodate the teachers to both vents their emotion (Chien, 2016) to others and reflect critically on their incidents (Farrell, 2013).

Setting and participants

The participants for this research were six English teachers from a private school located in Cirebon, Indonesia. These teachers consisted of two kindergartens (Anggi and Brie), two elementary (Ellis and Friska), and two junior high teachers (Castiel and Drini) and their demographic data are presented in Table 1. The consideration for this purposive sampling to choose all the English teachers in this school is to ensure the richness of the data. The six participants would show the varying CIs experienced by them and the effects of those CIs to their professional development as a teacher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Years in teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anggi</td>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brie</td>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castiel</td>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drini</td>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis</td>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friska</td>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collection and analysis

Hughes (2007) states that one of the preferred data collection techniques for this CIT framework is an individual interview. Nevertheless, Flanagan (1954) emphasizes that CIT framework’s data collection technique is not rigid; it must adapt to a certain context. In this research context, according to the initial data that the researcher gathered from informally talking to the participants, they did not understand about the critical incident. Thus, while the interview was still the main data collection technique, the researcher gave a pre-interview reflection that included the explanation of CIT and guiding questions to incite the participants’ critical incident and for them to reflect on.

The guiding questions were not obligatory for the participants to answer but they were welcome to do so. Included in the guiding questions were wh- questions adapted from Farrell (2013) as he found that they were effective in inciting teacher’s critical incident. After the researcher piloted the questionnaire and got a satisfying result, the researcher gave the questionnaire to
each participant and explained it a bit. After that, a one-week period was given to the participants for them to reflect on their most critical incident as an incident can only be critical if it is reflected (Flanagan, 1954). In the next phase, the researcher interviewed the participants individually to explore the incidents and the effect of those incidents in developing the participants professionally, making those incidents critical.

From both the reflection and interview, two forms of teachers’ critical incidents were gathered: the highest and lowest points of teaching. While the reflection tried to incite the teachers’ critical incidents, the interview tried to delve into the depth of teachers’ critical incident (Flanagan, 1954), especially in terms of the effects of the CIs to the teachers. From the interview, triangulated with the reflection, the researcher coded the data to find out the effects of CIs to them using open-, axial-, and selective coding.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Findings of the teachers’ CIs

In this research, the participants shared their two most memorable CIs (positive and negative) during their teaching career that changed their view about teaching and learning processes through guided reflection and interview. Nevertheless, life is composed of many incidents (Körkkö et al., 2016). One that must be highlighted is that a teacher’s CI might be influenced by other CIs that he or she experienced (Farrell, 2013). Just like making sense of the narratives in one’s life, CIs cannot be viewed as a separate entity. These CIs happened in one’s life must be interwoven into a single, structured framework of life to make the most meaning of them.

One of the examples in this research is from Ellis. She experienced her negative CI because of her positive CI. As she found that her talent was in teaching from the positive CI, she wanted to develop it even further. This led to her working in that private education institution and experiencing that negative CI. The meaningfulness of both CIs would be lower if viewed individually.

Therefore, in the discussion of the teachers’ critical incident, the researcher did not limit it to only two critical incidents (positive and negative) from each participant. Other supportive critical incidents mentioned by the participants were used to corroborate and make sense of their main critical incidents. This led to a more fruitful and meaningful discussion between the researcher and the participants about the CIs and the process existed behind those CIs.

Teachers’ professional development as seen through their critical incident reflection

From their CIs, discussion, and elaboration during the interview, five
substantial themes were identified. The identification itself was based on the effect of the CIs to their life, especially on how they viewed themselves as a professional teacher. Four of those themes are teacher as a calling, teacher as a lifelong learner, teacher as a facilitator, and encouraging learning environment. The fifth theme is a special theme discussing the two most meaningful critical incidents identified from this research which ultimately changing oneself.

**Teacher as a calling**

One of the most notable excerpts for this part is “at that moment I felt that my choice to become a teacher was right” that Drini mentioned passionately when asked about her feeling in experiencing her positive CI. Her CI strengthened her will in being a teacher (Bruster & Peterson, 2013). This theme is what was extracted from all participants in reflecting their CIs.

Anggi, the youngest teacher in this research, believed that being a teacher meant being passionate and doing it by heart. This is corroborated by Drini in which she told that “teaching must be enjoyed”. Thus, their CIs developed their teaching beliefs which in turn strengthened themselves in being a teacher.

While Anggi and Drini focused on the process of being a teacher, Brie, Castiel, and Friska focused on the result that a teacher would get. Brie mentioned that “my personal satisfaction was that I had touched the students’ life”. This expression, according to Bruster and Peterson (2013, p. 177), is the final phase of the reflection in which the teacher contemplate on a deeper level – moral and ethical issues – and view teaching as a calling. For Brie, seeing her students succeeded in their life satisfied her and became the reason for her in continuing to be a teacher. Friska also had the same belief as Brie as “sometimes I felt proud, even though I was not the only factor”. She shared that several students and parents thanked her personally because of the guidance. This became her motivation to keep being a teacher even after teaching for 21 years. After all, as Castiel mentioned, “teacher is a human, when we successfully direct, guide our students, it would increase teacher’s confidence”. By focusing on the concrete results in their students that happened because of them, they became more convinced in their choice to be a teacher (Palmer, 1998).

For Ellis in particular, she also mentioned almost the same thing as Drini in which “after several times teaching in a Sunday school, I finally realized that my talent was in teaching”. Even though the effect
was the same, both did not share the same CI. Drini got a letter that strengthened her will in being a teacher while for Ellis, her positive CI was the starting point for her in becoming a teacher. Ellis felt something different from her previous jobs; she felt the excitement that she could not find in her previous job. Ellis even mentioned that if she did not reflect on that incident critically, she would not be a teacher today.

This finding is in line with what Farrell (2013) found. In his research, the participant became more aware of herself as a teacher and her teaching through reflecting CI; this strengthened her will in being a teacher. Thus, a well-reflect CI could show meaningfulness in being a teacher and make the teachers view their career as a calling.

**Teacher as a Lifelong Learner**

In their reflection of their CIs, Brie and Ellis mentioned that in the beginning, they never thought of being a teacher. Yet, now they became a good teacher. The reason behind it is because both of them, just like the other participants, believed that a teacher is a lifelong learner (Körkkö et al., 2016, p. 204).

In the case of Brie, when she was a novice teacher, she did not know about the theories thoroughly, she only used her instinct. She was teaching and learning at the same time. Though, by learning through her ups and downs – experience and observation – and by feeling it by herself, she was shaped into what she was now (Bruster & Peterson, 2013).

Drini was also as inexperienced as Brie during her novice teaching. She tried to overcome it by teaching using the books provided. Yet, when she saw the results, she was not satisfied at all. From there, she learned to use several different methods that “in my opinion, at that moment, those methods were appropriate with the class’ psychology”. This shows her improvement in her teaching method. By always reflecting when she was teaching, she could learn to be a better teacher (Palmer, 1998).

This is emphasised by Castiel as “teaching means learning...the point is lifelong study, do not be satisfied quickly with what we have achieved now”. Anggi further corroborates this as “I need to keep learning as a teacher no matter what”. Both Castiel and Anggi emphasised heavily that when someone wants to be a teacher, he/she must also want to learn. This is because teaching is a complicated process that is ever-changing according to the era and a teacher is required to always keep up with it (Wiyono, 2017). Yet,
a teacher is not an omnipotent being (Palmer, 1998). Friska stated that “I realized that I was not smart, but I would always keep trying to enable myself”. She showed deliberate metacognitive thinking (Spruce & Bol, 2015) which urged her to always learn and develop herself. This is a must-have quality for a teacher (Mansor et al., 2012; Postholm, 2012); not always being perfect, but being humble enough to know that he/she still needs to learn every single day. This is further illustrated by Palmer (1998, pp. 9–10) as he says that he is both a veteran and amateur teacher when entering a new class. It means that even though he already taught for thirty years, he always needed to learn strategies to cope with a new class; therefore, being a lifelong learner. In the end, as Ellis believed, “it is better for our students to learn from moving water than stagnant water”; affirming the importance of lifelong learning for a teacher.

**Teacher as a Facilitator**

Teaching now is more than just lecturing, it is about facilitating (Harden & Crosby, 2000). This is corroborated by Farrell's (2016) finding in which the participants’ beliefs were mainly about learner-centred growth in which a teacher must support and facilitate his/her students. This notion was critically reflected by all of the participants.

Anggi and Drini showed a strong tendency towards this belief as “now, a teacher is a facilitator” and “a teacher is not the omnipotent, a teacher is not the source of everything, my function is just a facilitator” respectively. Friska also supported this as she mentioned that “we can only become a facilitator; directing them, developing their character”. She pointed out that her use of the personal approach to her students was effective as it could strengthen the teacher-student bond and develop the students’ character.

Students’ character becomes a major element to be developed by the teachers. This is strongly believed by Drini as “school is about developing character, if the students’ character cannot be developed, going to school would be in vain”. This is further corroborated by Friska as she mentioned that “a professional teacher not only transfers knowledge but also develops the students’ character”.

Furthermore, teacher as a facilitator means that “teaching is not just merely about giving knowledge anymore, it is more about giving the motivation” (Castiel). He mentioned that a teacher must be able to develop students’ confidence by always giving them motivation. This is further corroborated by Brie and
Ellis as they tried to motivate their students to love English and always be curious about it.

After all, the students would govern their own life and learning; a teacher could only do so much to support them to achieve that level. Thus, it is essential for a teacher to facilitate students’ character development and eventually, their willingness and enthusiasm to learn. This notion is supported by Top, Liew, and Luo (2016) as they found that focusing on students’ character development would increase their behaviours and also their academic achievement. After all, the students are humans. They need someone who can embrace and support them (Ellis). This is, ultimately, what a teacher as a facilitator is (Farrell, 2016; Grasha, 1994).

To conclude, some of the participants have taught for over 10 years, two even have taught for over 20 years. For them to be able to change their perception to follow the era is not an easy task. Yet, through critically reflecting from their past experiences, they could change themselves and develop this very important quality. This finding emphasises the importance of reflecting one's CIs.

**Encouraging learning environment**

The last theme extracted from the participants’ CIs, especially from the CIs of Brie, Castiel, Drini, and Ellis is engaging more in making an encouraging learning environment. One of the possible ways of making this kind of environment, according to Castiel, is making the students feel secure in the class so that they would not be afraid. He further elaborated that “the students’ ability in understanding learning material varies. The teachers need emotional stability to overcome that”. By having a stable emotion, a teacher would be able to encourage students to practice more and learn from their mistakes.

The encouragement for the students to practice more and not to be afraid of making mistakes is critically needed, especially in the language class (Al Azri & Al-Rashdi, 2014). This is what Brie and Castiel believed as they gave more space to the students to practice. Brie pointed out that “the portion for the students to speak must be higher than structure and writing”. Castiel agreed with Brie’s point as he stated that “the point is the balance between theories and practice, that is what I prioritize”. One of the underlying reasons for him to do this is that during his school time, he observed that the students who could achieve high scores also demonstrated good speaking skills. He then recalled his experience during the English day occurring two times a week. It was...
a day in which the students must speak English throughout the day. As he reflected critically, he concluded that it was because of practice, those students were able to attain a good level in speaking. Therefore, he focused on developing an environment that could nurture his students’ confidence in speaking English; essentially, a place for his students to practice and make a mistake. The importance of practice is highlighted by Al Azri and Al-Rashdi (2014) as they believe that accommodating the students with the authentic environment for the students to practice would increase the students’ ability significantly.

Another kind of encouragement that the teachers gave is motivation. Brie was startled as when she gave positive feedback to one of her students, that student became more focused on the teaching and learning processes and more confident in himself. Drini and Ellis also experienced this. When they motivated their students, the students showed a substantial improvement, especially in their willingness to learn English.

In the end, the teachers are the foundation in the making of an encouraging learning environment. The teachers must first be able to regulate themselves. Drini supported this as she believed that a teacher must first enjoy the teaching and learning process. If not, “stressful teachers tend to create stressful students” (Drini). This is corroborated by Castiel as he believed that a teacher must be able to create a comfortable environment for the students to learn and enjoy the class.

**Becoming the true-self: Unique cases**

Besides those five themes identified, there are two unique cases needed to be scrutinized without any name mentioned. The first case occurred when a parent misunderstood the teacher's classroom management treatment as the students' detention. This is a traumatizing event for the teacher since the children's parents could not tolerate the treatment even though it was given for the good of the children. This traumatic event was still imprinted in this teacher’s memory until now. Thus, the teacher did a more preventive measure to not let this event happen again. While preventive measure might be helpful, the teacher was also aware that there was a small tendency to play safe and stay aloof from the students who were misbehaving.

Another case from one of the teachers is because of a traumatizing event, the teacher
changed drastically. In the beginning, the teacher wanted to please everyone. However, because of a sudden traumatizing incident, the teacher changed. Even the closest people believed that this teacher underwent a total change. This teacher became more confident and assertive. While this was a good change, there was a small tendency that this teacher became disinterested with other’s opinion.

It is apparent that the accumulation of one’s CIs, either positive or negative, would change his/her behaviour in his/her daily life. As seen from both cases, the negative CIs in the form of a traumatizing event would have a stronger effect in changing one’s life, albeit a somewhat negative effect. This has been researched by McGarr and McCormack (2016) in which they found that the participants tended to focus on negative CIs and made counterfactual thinking. This shows that personal bias might exist in reflecting own CIs. Hence, the moral support from other people is needed to ensure the change is a positive one (Farrell, 2013) as ‘two heads are better than one’. Having a place for them to share their stories would lead to a different change in their life. Other people’s opinion would help them in deciding what to do next; this is the importance of sharing one’s CIs.

Furthermore, by reflecting one’s CIs, the teachers are invited to make sense of their experiences using language and share them with other people. This notion is summed up in Bahk’s (2018) powerful statement in which “using language to represent stress, and conflict, and anger, and joy, and finding the deeper meaning underlying those experiences which is, I think, one of the most powerful ways that we find happiness” (00:18:50 - 00:19:03). Thus, making sense of one’s CIs and life through words with either oneself or others would lead to a wholesome life.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

As seen through the discussion, CIs gathered from the teachers had an impact on their lives, especially their teaching career. Five impacts are coded from the teacher’s reflection and interview: teacher as a calling, teacher as a lifelong learner, teacher as a facilitator, the importance of communication and students’ character development, and encouraging learning environment. It can be inferred that as those CIs happened, particularly for the positive CIs, the teachers became more convinced in being a teacher and developing themselves to be a good teacher. If those CIs are reflected well, especially like in Ellis’ case, CIs can become a major life-changing force.
Nevertheless, negative CIs must also be acknowledged. As seen through the special cases, if negative CIs are reflected only from one’s perspective, it might be falsely interpreted. Thus, it is very crucial for the CIs to be shared and scrutinized together with other people.

All in all, reflecting CIs is very important as those CIs would become a strong foundation for someone’s life – make or break one’s life. The reason is that by telling and reflecting CIs, a more in-depth understanding of one’s life could be achieved. Through a deep understanding of one's life, the teachers would be able to develop themselves to the fullest. Thus, reflecting CIs is an integral part of one’s life.

As both positive and negative CIs can be a double-edged sword when viewed from only one’s perspective, other people’s perspective must also be invited and acknowledged to make the CIs neutral and meaningful. Furthermore, all the people have reflected on their experience to a certain degree. Yet, each person has a different ability in reflection. Therefore, the reflection of the CIs is best to be done with colleagues to avoid personal bias; this is called critical friendship. This notion needs further investigation, especially in the context of Indonesia.

Additionally, there are two research limitations acknowledged. The first limitation is that the researcher only gathered the teachers’ CIs without giving meaningful feedback to the teachers due to the researcher’s position. The second one is the teachers only reflected their CIs once. Therefore, it is suggested that future researchers must be in the position to guide the teachers in reflecting their CIs for several times personally and in a group.
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